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     Story Notes and
    Behind the Scenes at

    No. 60  Arrival & Visit

So the Guard has arrived in Ninjago City in his next series of around the world stories. I should point out
   I know nothing about the Ninjago world. I have never read the comic, seen the recent film, TV series or
   collected the models (apart from some of the sets for this series). I wanted though to avoid setting this
   series of stories in present day Ninjago, which is why the stories are set in the Guard’s timeline of the
   1950’s. This way I can avoid any of the series characters.

   I knew as soon as the Ninjago City set was revealed, that I could use it in the Guard series. Here we have
   a complete city, rooms and so on, all ready for use. As usual though it does create other problems as
   regards how shots are taken, varying the views and so on.

   Next, I wanted to set the stories in a city neighbourhood with a vague location. And came up with
   West Central. I was feeling very pleased with this name, until I visited the Post Office (PO) museum in
   London. Where I found that the PO split London into sections. North Central, East Central, South Central
   and you guessed it, West Central!

   Incidentally, it is worth visiting the museum as you can travel on the small PO letter, parcel underground
   train. Picture below. This or something similar will probably feature in a Guard story at some point in the
   future.

Arrival, sets the scene, introducing the main characters, their characteristics using one full page portrait
   picture.  Each page was shot in one go.  Tip, it’s always a good idea to buy at least three copies of your
   main minifigure characters, so if you want to do a flowing action sequence, the scene can be set up and
   photographed in one shot.

Visit, showcases Ninjago City through the eyes of the backpacker who has made cameo appearances in
   previous issues. Notably the Australian series. The idea of telling the story from point of view of the
   character is good, but difficult to put into practice.

   Note - above images may be subject to copyright.


